
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 


HELENA DNISION 


BRANDON EVERETT BROWN * 
* 

Plaintiff * 
* 

V. 	 * 
NO: 2:09CV00133 SWW* 

MARCOAVANT~dWANDA * 
BROOKS 	 * 

* 
Defend~ts 

VERDICT FORM 

1. On PlaintiffBr~don Everett Brown's excessive use of force claim against Defendant 
Marco Av~t, as submitted in Court's Instruction No.4, we the jury find in favor of: 

___________OR D(;&n&at1+ hlAW Avatl+ 
(PlaintiffBr~don E. Brown) 	 (Defend~t Marco A v~t) 

NOTE: Complete paragraph 2 only if the finding in paragraph 1 is in favor 
of Plaintiff Brandon E. Brown. Ifyou found in favor of Defendant Marco 
Avant, proceed to paragraph 4. 

2. With regard to PlaintiffBr~don Everett Brown's excessive use of force claim against 
Defend~t Marco Av~t, we the jury find Plaintiff's damages to be: 

________ (stating the amount or, if you find that Plaintiff's damages have no monetary 
value, set forth a nominal amount such as $1.00). 

NOTE: Complete paragraph 3 only if you awarded Plaintiff actual or 
nominal damages in paragraph 2. Ifyou did not award actual or nominal 
damages in paragraph 2, proceed to paragraph 4. 

3. We, the jury, assess punitive damages against Defend~t Marco Av~t as follows: 

$______(stating the amount or, ifnone, write the word "none.") 
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4. On PlaintiffBrandon Everett Brown's failure to protect claim against Defendant 
Wanda Brooks, as submitted in Court's Instruction No.5, we the jury find in favor of: 

___________OR ~~el\&()YJ4 uJ<tt\Jct 6(oDi:: ~ 
(Plaintiff Brandon E. Brown) (Defendant Wanda Brooks) 

NOTE: Complete paragraph 5 only if the finding in paragraph 4 is in favor 
of Plaintiff Brandon E. Brown. Ifyou found in favor of Defendant Wanda 
Brooks, have your foreperson sign and date this verdict form fn the spaces 
provided below because your deliberations are complete. 

S. With regard to Plaintiff Brandon Everett Brown's failure to protect claim against 
Defendant Wanda Brooks, we the jury find Plaintiff's damages to be: 

$ (stating the amount or, if you find that Plaintiff's damages have no monetary 
value, set forth a nominal amount such as $1.00). 

NOTE: Complete paragraph 6 only if you awarded Plaintiff actual or 
nominal damages in paragraph 5. Ifyou did not award actual or nominal 
damages in paragraph 5, have your foreperson sign and date this verdict 
form in the spaces provided below because your deliberations are complete. 

6. We assess punitive damages against Defendant Wanda Brooks as follows: 

$_______(stating the amount or, if none, write the word "none.") 
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